
Accretion discs in Accretion discs in SuperluminousSuperluminous
SupersoftSupersoft SourcesSources

It is widely believed they should be It is widely believed they should be 
different from discs in CVs because of:different from discs in CVs because of:

1.1.Very high accretion ratesVery high accretion rates
2.2.Strong (XStrong (X--ray) irradiation by a ray) irradiation by a 
burning white dwarfburning white dwarf

3.3.Observation suggest “obscuring wall” Observation suggest “obscuring wall” 
at the outer disc rim and “flaring”at the outer disc rim and “flaring”



WD + irradiated, flared accretion discWD + irradiated, flared accretion disc



11.

MassMass--transfer rate ~10transfer rate ~10--7 7 MsunMsun/year /year 
~ 6.3 x 10~ 6.3 x 1018 18 g/sg/s

DNDN

~ 2 x 10~ 2 x 101818 g/sg/s (Porb= 6 hr)

LLaccacc ~ 10~ 1036 36 erg/s ~ 0.01 erg/s ~ 0.01 LLEddEdd

SSSSSSSS

……but what is but what is κκ ??



But in SSSS   (H/R)But in SSSS   (H/R)22 < 0.004< 0.004

Advection of heat important? Advection of heat important? 
(slim discs?)(slim discs?)

Radial fluxRadial flux



Equations for irradiated discs (Equations for irradiated discs (DubusDubus et al.)et al.)

2.2.



Surface boundary Surface boundary 
conditioncondition

For the vertical structure to be For the vertical structure to be 
dominated by irradiationdominated by irradiation:



Accretion rate: 1 x 10Accretion rate: 1 x 101818 g/sg/s

Disc’s shapeDisc’s shape

…but this is for a point source, near the WD this is 
not a valid approximation.





Meyer-Hofmeister et al.

!!



Inspiration: Inspiration: LMXBsLMXBs

Schandl et al.



Frank, King  & Lasota

Alternative to skyscrapers at the Alternative to skyscrapers at the 
disc outer rimdisc outer rim

LMXBs



Would this work for Would this work for 
SSSS ?SSSS ?



Armitage & Livio

Simulations of the streamSimulations of the stream--disc interactiondisc interaction



But according to T. Marsh & Co. in 
quiescent quiescent U Gem: no sign of overflow 
but H/R ~0.15 H/R ~0.15 –– 0.250.25 !!!



Conclusions:

1.SSSS discs can be (and will be) treated 
with the present thin-disc “ technology”

2.Outer rim problem non-trivial & 
controversial

3. Big problem: WINDSWINDS from discs


